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Abstract

The Self-Administered Interview (SAI©) is designed to elicit detailed witness reports in the aftermath of incidents. In two sets of meta-analyses, we compared the number of correct details reported, the number of incorrect details reported, and the accuracy of reports provided by witnesses in initial reports (SAI© vs. other reporting formats) and in subsequent accounts (initial SAI© vs. no initial SAI©). The number of comparisons ranged from 15 to 19, \( N = 722 \) to 977. For initial accounts, the SAI© was associated with more correct details and more incorrect details than other reporting formats; accuracy was slightly lower for the SAI© than for other reporting formats. Subsequent accounts were more detailed and accurate for witnesses who had completed an initial SAI© than for those who had not. The SAI© is an effective tool for capturing detailed initial accounts and for preserving witness memory until a formal interview can be conducted.
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The Self-Administered Interview© (SAI©) was developed by Gabbert et al. (2009) to capture detailed eyewitness accounts following a witnessed event. The SAI© was designed for situations in which witnesses cannot be individually interviewed in a timely manner because of resource limitations—for example, at critical incidents involving large numbers of witnesses. In such cases, the delay between the incident and a formal witness interview can be weeks or months. During such delays, lines of enquiry can be lost, and witnesses’ memories will be subject to decay and distortion (e.g., Horry et al., 2014; Paz-Alonso & Goodman, 2008). Engaging in a thorough retrieval attempt shortly after encoding can consolidate the memory trace, mitigating against distortion and decay. Securing high-quality early accounts is therefore vital for ensuring the efficient progress of an investigation and for protecting witnesses’ memories until they can be formally interviewed. The SAI© was initially field tested in collaboration with police forces in the UK (Hope & Gabbert, 2011). The SAI© has since been translated into multiple languages, and has been adopted by police forces in multiple countries including Norway, the Netherlands, Sweden and Germany. The College of Policing (2019), the professional body for the police service in England and Wales, has recommended the SAI© for use in incidents that involve high numbers of witnesses, and in which it would be possible for those witnesses to complete the SAI© while still at the scene. The SAI© has also been recommended for use by the College of Policing during the COVID-19 pandemic to facilitate obtaining timely initial accounts and supporting delayed interviews.

This meta-analytic review will address two research questions. First, in the period shortly following a witnessed incident, does the SAI© produce more detailed and accurate
accounts than other retrieval formats such as cued recall and free recall tests? Second, what is the impact of completing an initial SAI© on the quantity and accuracy of information reported on a later retrieval attempt?

The Self-Administered Interview

The SAI© is designed to support comprehensive retrieval attempts without the need for an interviewer. The witness works their way through a structured recall attempt, following detailed written instructions designed to provide retrieval support and to encourage metacognitive monitoring and control (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996). The SAI© incorporates the Report Everything and Mental Context Reinstatement components of the Cognitive Interview (CI; Fisher & Geiselman, 1992), which are the most widely used and most effective components of the CI (Dando et al., 2011). After providing a free recall account of the event, the witness is asked to report any additional information about the people involved in the incident, is encouraged to sketch the scene, and is prompted to report any other details about the incident that they may not have thought to include in their account (e.g., quality of view, weather conditions).

Multiple studies have found that the quantity of correct information reported in an initial SAI© is higher than in other reporting formats such as free recall (e.g., Gabbert et al., 2009; Gawrylowicz et al., 2014a; Hope et al., 2014; Krix et al., 2016). Further research has probed the boundary conditions of this effect, showing, for example, that the magnitude of the SAI© benefit on correct details is reduced if the SAI© is administered following a delay of 24 hours or more (Mackay & Paterson, 2015; Paterson et al., 2015), or if attention was divided during encoding (Krix et al., 2014). There is some evidence, however, that the SAI© produces
similar benefits under high and low stress (Gittins et al., 2015; Krix et al., 2016). The vast majority of research with the SAI© has focused on neurotypical young and middle-aged adults, though some studies have investigated other populations such as older adults (Dando et al., 2020; Gawrylowicz et al., 2014b) and adults with Autism Spectrum Disorder (Maras et al. 2014).

The increased quantity of correct details reported in the SAI© is typically accompanied by an increase in the quantity of incorrect details (e.g., Gabbert et al., 2009; Gawrylowicz et al., 2014b; Maras et al., 2014). This pattern is also evident in the CI, upon which the SAI© was based (Memon et al., 2010). This increase in both correct and incorrect details in suggestive of a criterion shift, whereby participants relax their threshold for reporting (versus withholding) recalled details (Goldsmith et al., 2002; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996). In this meta-analysis, we will estimate meta-analytic effect sizes for incorrect details and accuracy as well as for correct details, thus providing a rounded assessment of the impact of the SAI© on report quality, as well as information quantity.

**Effects on subsequent retrieval attempts**

The SAI© has the potential to protect witnesses’ memories from decay and distortion during the retention interval between an event and a face-to-face interview (Gabbert et al., 2009). Gabbert et al. (2009) found that participants who had initially completed the SAI© reported significantly more correct details on a subsequent retrieval attempt than the participants who had not initially completed the SAI©. Subsequent research has replicated the protective effect of SAI© completion on later reports across a range of reporting formats including cued recall (Gittins et al., 2015; Kraus et al., 2017; Mackay & Paterson, 2015), free
recall (Gabbert et al., 2012; Gawrylowicz et al., 2014a; Paterson et al., 2015), the CI (Hope et al., 2014), and a second SAI© (Krix et al., 2014). This protective effect of initial SAI© completion on the quantity of correct details reported after a delay appears to be robust even following exposure to misleading information (Gabbert et al., 2012; Gittins et al., 2015; Paterson et al., 2015; Mackay & Paterson, 2015).

Most studies that have examined errors and accuracy on a delayed report have found no significant differences between participants who had and had not completed an initial SAI© (e.g., Gabbert et al., 2012, Experiment 1; Hope et al., 2014; Maras et al., 2014; Paterson et al., 2015). However, it is possible that such effects do exist, but are too small to be reliably detected by the average study. By estimating meta-analytic effect sizes for subsequently reported incorrect details and accuracy rates, we will have a clearer view of the range of plausible effect sizes for these variables.

Aims and scope of meta-analysis

Our first research question focuses on the quantity and accuracy of information provided in initial accounts captured shortly after a witnessed event. We synthesize studies that have compared initial accounts obtained via the SAI© and initial accounts obtained via other means (e.g., cued recall or free recall). Our second research question focuses on the impact of the initial SAI© completion on delayed memory reports. We synthesize studies that have compared the delayed memory reports of participants who had completed an initial SAI© with those who had not completed an initial SAI©. For each research question, we estimate meta-analytic effect sizes for three dependent measures: a) number correct details reported; b) number incorrect details reported; and c) accuracy of information reported.
A secondary aim of this meta-analysis was to identify any potential moderators of the effectiveness of the SAI©. We considered estimator variables (Wells, 1978) that might alter the effectiveness of the SAI©, including the participant’s age and situational factors such as alcohol intoxication, stress, and violence. These types of variables are important for identifying the types of situations under which the SAI© might be more or less effective. We also considered system variables such as the retention interval between an initial SAI© and a subsequent account. System variables can provide important information to practitioners about how a tool such as the SAI© can be optimally used. Finally, we considered methodological variables that characterised key ways in which study designs could differ (e.g., the type of control test against which the SAI© was compared, the modality of the in which the critical event was encoded, and the population from which the participants were recruited). These methodological variables could provide theoretical insights, as well as informing assessments of ecological validity and generalizability.

Methods

Protocol and registration

The protocol was pre-registered, following the PRISMA guidelines for transparent meta-analyses (www.prisma.org). The protocol, data, and analysis scripts are available at https://osf.io/3s5k9/?view_only=56f7f5e896304625a95a64c9f88d4cde.

Eligibility criteria

The following inclusion criteria were applied: (i) Participants were randomly allocated to complete the (original, unmodified) SAI© or to a comparison condition. Modified versions of the SAI© such as the SAW-IT© (MacLean et al., 2019) and ad-hoc structured
recall questionnaires (e.g., Roos af Hjelmsäter et al., 2012) were not eligible; (ii) Participants observed a staged event (filmed or live) with known ‘ground truth’, allowing for scoring of correct and incorrect details; (iii) The SAI© was completed in the same experimental session as the witnessed event (i.e., within one hour). This mimics the way the SAI© was designed to be used in practice, and in which it has been recommended for use by policing bodies (College of Policing, 2019); (iv) The study reported at least one of three dependent measures (number of correct details, number of incorrect details, accuracy of reported details); and (v) the results were reported in English.

Further, separate criteria applied for research question 1 (initial reports) and research question 2 (subsequent reports). For immediate recall, studies must have included a control group who completed a retrieval attempt (e.g., free recall, cued recall) in the same experimental session as the witnessed event. For delayed recall, studies must have included a control group who had either had no retrieval attempt immediately following the event, or who had completed a different type of retrieval attempt (e.g., free recall, cued recall). In addition, the delayed report had to be in the same format for participants in the initial-SAI© and comparison conditions.

Studies were excluded if they did not meet the above criteria or if they compared the SAI© with the CI. This is because the SAI© is not intended to be a replacement for the CI, but is designed to be used in situations where a CI is not feasible. Thus, comparing the SAI© to the CI is not likely to be informative for policy makers or practitioners.

Search strategy
A systematic search for published articles was performed using Google Scholar, PsychINFO, PsycArticles, and Web of Science. We used the following Boolean search strings: (i) Self-Administered Interview AND memory; (ii) Self-Administered Interview AND *witness. Searches were limited to articles published from 2009, as this marks the first publication of the SAI© (Gabbert et al., 2009). These searches were performed from the 22nd January 2020 to the 6th February 2020, and they returned 522 unique records.

We also searched for unpublished studies. We emailed authors who had previously published research on the SAI©, and we circulated requests for unpublished data through the Society for Applied Research in Memory and Cognition (SARMAC), the International Investigative Interviewing Research Group (iIIRG), the European Association of Psychology and Law (EAPL), and the South East Eyewitness Network (SEEN). We received 11 unpublished data sets.

**Study screening**

First, the titles and abstracts of the 522 unique records were screened. Articles which could definitively be ruled ineligible were screened \((n = 500)\). To ensure consistency and reliability, the abstracts and titles of the first 50 records were screened independently by the second and third authors. Disagreements were discussed by the research team until consensus was reached. This process was repeated for the next group of 50 articles, until 100% agreement was reached. In total, 150 articles were screened by two researchers. The remaining records were screened by the second author. The 11 unpublished records were initially screen for relevance prior to escalating to full-text review. Two records were screened out at this point, with the remaining nine undergoing full-text review.
The remaining 22 published articles, along with the nine unpublished studies, were escalated to full text review. Each study was independently screened by the second and third authors against the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The researchers agreed on all but one study, which was then discussed by the lead author and the two researchers. Eight published and four unpublished studies were excluded from the analysis (for details of exclusion justifications, see the Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials).¹

Figure 1 shows the number of records that were screened out at each step of the process. In total, 19 studies were included in the meta-analysis. Where there was more than one independent effect size reported in an article (e.g., from separate experiments, or from independent samples of participants within the same experiment), these were extracted separately. Where there were multiple non-independent effect sizes (e.g., a three-group design comparing the SAI© to two comparison conditions), one effect size was identified for extraction. This effect size was chosen to either produce the most conservative test of the SAI© (e.g., comparing the SAI© to a free recall comparison group rather than a no-retrieval comparison group) or to reduce confounds (e.g., such as differences in modality or language between the SAI© and comparison group); details of selected comparisons are provided in the Supplementary Materials (Table S2).

Data coding and extraction

¹ One study (Dando et al., 2020) was under review when we released our call for unpublished studies, and was screened as an unpublished study. However, prior to completion of the meta-analysis, this study was published. It is therefore counted after this point as a published study.
For each study, details of the experimental design, cell sizes, and values for the dependent variables (number of correct details, number of incorrect details, accuracy) were extracted. In all cases where the calculation of “accuracy” was explicitly described, it was calculated as the number of correct details divided by the total number of details reported. Where cell sizes were not reported and the authors were unable to provide the data, we estimated cell sizes by dividing the total reported sample size by the number of between-subjects cells in the study design.

For each effect size, we coded for the following estimator variables: participant age group (Children under 13, Adolescents 13-17, Younger Adults 18-39, Middle-aged Adults, 40-59, Older Adults 60+), exposure to post-event information (absent, present through leading questions or post-event narrative, present through co-witness discussion), alcohol intoxication (present, absent), stress during witnessed event (high, low), and type of event (non-violent crime, violent crime, accident, or other event). We coded for the following system variable: delay between initial and subsequent retrieval attempts (less than one day, one day, two days to one week, more than one week). We coded for the following methodological variables: participant population (students, general population, mixed students and general population, special population), comparison recall test used for initial retrieval attempt (free recall, cued recall, structured interview, no recall attempt), type of memory test used for subsequent report (free recall, cued recall, structured interview, CI), and event modality (live, video). Finally, we coded for publication status (published, unpublished,
and whether the any of the original authors of the SAI© (Gabbert, Hope, or Fisher) were a named author on the study (yes or no)².

**Risk of bias in individual studies**

We adapted the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool (Higgins et al., 2011) to make it more suitable for behavioural research (see Table S3 in the Supplementary Materials for details). This tool evaluates selection bias (random allocation of participants to conditions), reporting bias (selective reporting of data), performance bias (blinding of participants and experimenters), detection bias (blinding of coders), and attrition bias (incomplete outcome data), and other forms of bias (including lack of pre-registered hypotheses and analysis plans). For each item, risk was coded as High, Low, or Unclear. Each study was coded independently by the second and third authors, and disagreements were resolved through discussion between the first, second, and third authors.

**Summary measures**

Random-effects models with Restricted Maximum-Likelihood Estimation were used to estimate meta-analytic effect sizes (Cohen’s $d$) with 95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) using the metafor package for R (Viechtbauer, 2010; R Core Team, 2019). The Knapp and Hartung (2003) adjustment was applied to test for statistical significance, which controls the Type I error rate (Viechtbauer et al., 2015). The heterogeneity of effect sizes was assessed using the $F^2$ statistic, and by examining $Q$ and its associated $p$ value. If there was evidence of significant heterogeneity ($p < .05$), a metaregression was performed. Moderators were included if there

---

² We did not pre-register this moderator variable, but incorporated it at the suggestion of an anonymous reviewer.
was sufficient variability across studies to allow for a meaningful comparison. Where necessary, the codes used for data extraction were collapsed into fewer categories. Full regression models are reported in the Supplementary Materials (Tables S10 to S14).

For the published studies in each analysis, publication bias was assessed via visual inspect of funnel plots and a regression test for funnel plot asymmetry. Finally, we used a metaregression approach to predict effect size from total Risk of Bias scores.

Results

Initial accounts

Our first set of analyses compared the quantity and quality of information reported in the SAI© with the quantity and quality of information reporting in other initial reporting formats, such as cued and free recall. The comparisons included in these analyses are shown in Table 1. As not all dependent measures were reported in all studies, the subset of comparisons varied slightly across the three dependent measures: number of correct details ($k = 17, N = 977$), number of incorrect details ($k = 17, N = 935$), and accuracy ($k = 17, N = 977$). Forest plots are shown in Figure 2. Funnel plots can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S1).

Moderator codes are shown and inter-rater agreement for each code, calculated as the proportion of identical decisions, can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Table S4). For four of our potential moderators (alcohol intoxication, SAI© modality, exposure to post-event information, and imposition of a time restriction), there was no variability in codes across studies; these moderators are not shown the table and were not included in any
analyses. We simplified the codes for participant age (Adolescents, Adults, Older Adults), control condition (Free Recall, Structured Recall), and event type (Violent Crime, Non-Violent Crime) to increase cell sizes.

Correct details

On average, an additional 23.01 [95% CI, -0.20, 46.22] correct details were reported by participants completing an SAI© in comparison to participants completing a free recall account. For correct details, the meta-analytic effect size was large and significantly greater than zero, \( d = 0.99, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.67, 1.30], t = 6.57, p < .001 \), indicating that the SAI© increases the number of correct details reported by approximately one standard deviation. However, there was considerable variability in effect sizes, \( I^2 = 78.14\%, 95\% \text{ CI } [60.26, 90.93] \), which exceeded the heterogeneity that would be expected by sampling error alone, \( Q(16) = 72.90, p < .001 \). We therefore conducted an exploratory moderator analysis.

Inspection of Table S4 revealed that, for many of our extracted moderators, variability was low – for example, only a single effect size was obtained in a high-stress paradigm. Furthermore, some moderators were confounded. For example, only two effect sizes used violent mock event, and these were both from Maras et al. (2014); these two effect sizes were also two of only three that compared the SAI© to an alternative structured recall (as opposed to free recall). We therefore decided to include the following four moderators in the meta-regression: Publication status (published = 1, unpublished = 0), participant age group (adults = 1, older adults = 0), control condition (free recall = 1, structured recall = 0), and whether the study included any of the original authors (yes = 1, no = 0). Collectively, these
moderators accounted for 56.07% of the observed heterogeneity in effect sizes, though the residual heterogeneity was statically significant, $QE(12) = 29.16, p = .004$.

Studies that used a free recall comparison condition produced substantially larger effect sizes than those that used a structured recall comparison, $\beta = 0.95, 95\% CI [0.22, 1.69], t = 2.83, p = .02$. Subgroup analysis showed that the estimated meta-analytic effect size for studies with a free recall comparison condition ($k = 14$) was large and significantly greater than zero, $d = 1.14, 95\% CI [0.85, 1.42], t = 8.60, p < .001$. In contrast, the meta-analytic effect size for studies with a structured recall comparison condition ($k = 3$) was small and not significantly different from zero, $d = 0.21, 95\% CI [-1.28, 1.70], t = 0.60, p = .61$. Neither participant age, $\beta = 0.69, 95\% CI [-0.09, 1.48], t = 1.92, p = .08$, publication status, $\beta = 0.16, 95\% CI [-0.46, 0.79], t = 0.57, p = .58$, nor original author contributions, $\beta = 0.14, 95\% CI [-0.42, 0.70], t = 0.55, p = .60$ were statistically significant moderators.

To assess publication bias, we visually inspected a funnel plot on the subset of published comparisons ($k = 13$); see Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials. There was no obvious asymmetry in the funnel plot, indicating that publication bias likely did not lead to a systematic inflation of effect sizes in this case. A regression test for funnel plot asymmetry converged on the same conclusion, $z = 0.73, p = .48$.

**Incorrect details**

On average, an additional 3.33 [95% CI, 0.15, 6.52] incorrect details were reported by participants completing an SAI© in comparison to participants completing a free recall account. The meta-analytic effect size for incorrect details was large and significantly greater than zero, $d = 0.75, 95\% CI [0.57, 0.94], t = 8.62, p < .001$, indicating that the number of
incorrect details reported was around three-quarters of a standard deviation higher on an initial SAI© than on other initial reports. The heterogeneity in effect sizes was moderate, $I^2 = 38.83\%, 95\%$ CI [0.00, 73.15] and not sufficiently large to indicate a moderator analysis, $Q(16) = 25.62, p = .059$.

To assess publication bias, we visually inspected a funnel plot on the subset of published comparisons ($k = 12$); see Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials. A regression test for funnel plot asymmetry indicated that there was some evidence of publication bias, $z = 2.66, p = .02$. To understand this asymmetry, we estimated separate meta-analytic effect sizes for the subset of published studies ($k = 12$) and unpublished studies ($k = 5$). Contrary to what might be expected if findings unfavourable to the SAI© were being selectively withheld, the meta-analytic effect size was actually somewhat higher for the published studies, $d = 0.80, 95\%$ CI [0.56, 1.04], than for the unpublished studies, $d = 0.65, 95\%$ CI [0.26, 1.05].

**Accuracy**

On average, the proportion of correct responses was around 0.02 lower [95% CI, -0.05, 0.02] for participants who completed an SAI© in comparison to participants who completed a free recall account. The SAI© was associated with a small decrease in accuracy, $d = -0.23$, 95% CI [-0.42, -0.05], $t = 2.75, p = .01$. Heterogeneity in effect sizes was moderate, $I^2 = 41.56\%, 95\%$ CI [0.00, 75.04], and somewhat larger than would be expected by sampling error alone, $Q(16) = 27.38, p = .038$. We therefore conducted an exploratory moderator analysis.

We included the same four moderators as for correct details: Publication status (published = 1, unpublished = 0), participant age group (adults = 1, older adults = 0), control...
condition (free recall = 1, structured recall = 0), and contribution of original authors (yes = 1, no = 0). These moderators did not explain a significant amount of the heterogeneity in accuracy, $F(4, 12) = 0.62, p = .66$. Unlike for correct details, the type of control condition did not significantly moderate accuracy, $\beta = 0.37$, 95% CI [-0.22, 0.97], $t = 1.38, p = .19$. Neither publication status, $\beta = 0.06$, 95% CI [-0.43, 0.55], $t = 0.28, p = .79$, participant age, $\beta = -0.004$, 95% CI [-0.62, 0.61], $t = -0.01, p = .99$, nor contribution of original authors, $\beta = -0.19$, 95% CI [-0.63, 0.24], $t = -0.98, p = .35$, significantly moderated accuracy.

We assessed publication bias via visual inspection of the funnel plot for the subset of unpublished studies (Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials), and via a regression test for funnel plot asymmetry. This test revealed evidence of asymmetry in the funnel plot, $z = -2.85, p = .02$. We calculated separate meta-analytic effect sizes for the subsets of published ($k = 12$) and unpublished ($k = 5$) studies. In both cases, the effect sizes indicated that the SAI© was associated with a decrease in accuracy; however, the effect was somewhat larger for the unpublished studies, $d = -0.31$, 95% CI [-0.85, 0.23], than for the published studies, $d = -0.21$, 95% CI [-0.44, 0.01].

Risk of Bias

Scores for each Risk of Bias item can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Table S5); each item was coded as low risk (0), unclear (1), or high risk (2). Inter-rater agreement is shown in the bottom row of the table, calculated as the proportion of decisions for each criterion that were identical. Note that for Reporting Bias and Attrition Bias, inter-rater agreement was initially quite low. For these items, we reviewed and modified the coding scheme to ensure the criteria were clear. We then discussed each report against those revised
criteria to come to an agreement. Justifications for high risk codes can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Table S6). Item codes were summed to create total Risk of Bias (RoB) scores that could vary from 0 to 16. To examine the influence of methodological bias on outcomes, we conducted a series of meta-regressions in which the total RoB score was included as a moderator variable. The SAI© advantage for correct details was significantly moderated by RoB scores, $\beta = 0.20$, 95% CI [0.03, 0.37], $t = 2.47$, $p = .03$, though we note that the $p$ value for this effect is relatively large. Finally, RoB did not significantly moderate the effect of the SAI© on accuracy of reported details, $\beta = -0.0004$, 95% CI [-0.12, 0.12], $t = -0.01$, $p = .99$, or on reporting of incorrect details, $\beta = 0.11$, 95% CI [-0.003, 0.22], $t = 2.07$, $p = .056$.

Taken together, we observed some tentative evidence that studies with a higher risk of bias produced larger effect sizes for correct details; the effect size favouring the SAI© was around 0.20 larger for each one-point increase in RoB scores. However, we observed no evidence that studies with higher RoB scores were more favourable to the SAI© in terms of overall accuracy rates.

Subsequent accounts

Our second set of analyses compared the quantity and quality of information reported in a subsequent account between witnesses who had and had not completed an initial SAI©. The comparisons included in the analysis are shown in Table 2, and the extracted moderator codes can be found in the Supplementary Materials, along with inter-rater agreement (Table S7). The number of comparisons varied across the three dependent measures: correct details ($k = 19$, $N = 906$), incorrect details ($k = 15$, $N = 722$), and accuracy ($k = 15$, $N = 722$). Forest
plots are shown in Figure 2. Funnel plots can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S2).

Correct details

On average, participants who had completed an initial SAI© reported an additional 11.04 correct details [95% CI, -13.48, 35.56] on a subsequent account in comparison to participants who had not. For correct details, the meta-analytic effect size was medium and significantly greater than zero, $d = 0.56$, 95% CI [0.26, 0.86], $t = 3.91$, $p = .001$. The number of correct details reported on a subsequent test was around half a standard deviation higher for participants who had completed an initial SAI© than for those who had not. However, there was considerable heterogeneity in effect sizes, $I^2 = 76.11\%$, 95% CI [58.17, 89.38], which was greater than would be expected by sampling error alone, $Q (18) = 74.73$, $p < .001$. We therefore conducted an exploratory moderator analysis.

Inspection of Table S7 allowed us to exclude from consideration several moderators because there were an insufficient number of studies in each category, and/or because they were confounded with other moderators. For example, only two effect sizes were from high-stress paradigms, and both of these used free recall control conditions at time 1, thereby confounding stress with time 1 control condition. Similarly, only three effect sizes used live events, but all of these effect sizes were with older adults. Seven potential moderators were included in the metaregression: Publication status (Published = 1 ($k = 15$), Unpublished = 0 ($k = 4$)); Participant age (Adults = 1 ($k = 15$), Older adults = 0 ($k = 4$)); Time 1 control group (1 = free recall ($k = 9$), 0 = no recall ($k = 10$)); Time 2 report type (1 = free recall ($k = 14$), 0 = other recall type ($k = 5$)); Retention interval (1 = more than one week ($k = 3$), 0 = one week or...
Collectively, the moderators did not explain a statistically significant amount of heterogeneity in effect sizes, $F(7, 11) = 1.82, p = .18$, accounting for 35.34% of the variability. The test for residual heterogeneity was statistically significant, $QE = 31.29, p = .001$. None of the moderators significantly moderated the meta-analytic effect on correct details: Publication status, $\beta = -0.91$, 95% CI [-2.04, 0.21], $t = -1.78$, $p = .10$; Participant age, $\beta = 0.24$, 95% CI [-0.58, 1.06], $t = 0.65$, $p = .53$; Type of control condition at time 1, $\beta = -0.95$, 95% CI [-1.94, 0.05], $t = -2.10$, $p = .060$; Time 2 retrieval type, $\beta = -0.14$, 95% CI [-0.89, 0.61], $t = -0.41$, $p = .69$; Retention interval, $\beta = 0.11$, 95% CI [-0.72, 0.94], $t = 0.29$, $p = .78$; Exposure to post-event information, $\beta = 0.14$, 95% CI [-0.70, 0.98], $t = 0.38$, $p = .71$; Contribution of original authors, $\beta = 0.68$, 95% CI [-0.04, 1.40], $t = 2.07$, $p = .063$.

Visual inspection of the funnel plot on the subset of published studies ($k = 15$) revealed no obvious asymmetry. However, the regression test for funnel plot asymmetry was statistically significant, $t(13) = 2.37, p = .03$. To investigate this asymmetry further, we conducted subgroup analyses, estimating separate meta-analytic effect sizes for the published and unpublished comparisons. The effect sizes were similar for published, $d = 0.57$, 95% CI [0.19, 0.95] and unpublished studies, $d = 0.53$, 95% CI [-0.12, 1.18].

**Incorrect details**

On average, participants who had completed an initial SAI© reported 0.93 fewer incorrect details [95% CI, -4.82, 2.96] on a subsequent account in comparison to participants who had not. The meta-analytic effect size for incorrect details on a subsequent report was
not significantly different from zero, $d = -0.32$, 95% CI [-0.65, 0.01], $t = -2.07$, $p = .057$.

Heterogeneity of effect sizes was high, $I^2 = 74.25\%$, 95% CI [51.48, 90.06], and above the level that would be expected by sampling error alone, $Q (14) = 50.91$, $p < .001$. We therefore investigated this heterogeneity with an exploratory moderator analysis. We included the same six moderators as for the analysis of correct details: Publication status, Participant age, Time 1 control condition, Time 2 retrieval type, Retention interval, Exposure to Post-Event Information, and Contribution of original authors.

The moderators accounted for approximately 49.83% of the heterogeneity in effect sizes, though the test for residual heterogeneity was statistically significant, $QE(8) = 16.35$, $p = .02$. However, the omnibus test for the significance of the moderators was not statistically significant, $F(7, 7) = 2.14$, $p = .27$.

Nonetheless, examining individual coefficients revealed only one significant moderator – participant age, $\beta = 0.93$, 95% CI [0.09, 1.78], $t = 2.60$, $p = .04$. Subgroup analysis indicated that the meta-analytic effect size for younger adults was small and not significantly below zero, $d = -0.11$, 95% CI [-0.46, 0.23], $t = -0.74$, $p = .48$. The meta-analytic effect size for older adults, however, was large and significantly below zero, $d = -0.88$, 95% CI [-1.54, -0.23], $t = -4.28$, $p = .02$. These findings suggest that the subsequent memory reports of older adults may benefit more from an initial SAI© than the memory reports of younger adults – at least in terms of reducing the number of incorrect details that are reported.

No other moderators were statistically significant: Publication status, $d = -0.33$, 95% CI [-1.60, 0.95], $t = -0.61$, $p = .56$; Time 1 control condition, $d = 0.17$, 95% CI [-0.80, 1.14], $t
= 0.41, \( p = .69 \); Time 2 report type, \( d = 0.39, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.61, 1.39], t = 0.92, p = .39 \);

Retention interval, \( d = -0.28, 95\% \text{ CI } [-1.94, 1.37], t = -0.41, p = .70 \); Post-event information, 
\( d = 0.19, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.89, 1.26], t = 0.42, p = .69 \); Contribution of original authors, \( d = 0.03 \), 95\% CI [-1.06, 1.12], \( t = 0.06, p = .95 \).

Inspection of the funnel plot for the subset of published studies (\( k = 12 \)) revealed no obvious asymmetry, which was confirmed by a regression test, \( t(10) = -0.99, p = .35 \). We have no evidence, therefore, that studies have been selectively withheld as a function of the effect size for incorrect details on a subsequent test.

**Accuracy**

On average, the accuracy of subsequent reports was .03 higher [95\% CI -.01, .07] for participants who had completed an initial SAI© in comparison to those who had not. Accuracy on a delayed report was higher for participants who had completed an initial SAI© than for participants who had not, \( d = 0.36, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.13, 0.59], t = 3.35, p = .005 \). The heterogeneity in effect sizes was moderate, \( I^2 = 49.14\%, 95\% \text{ CI } [4.94, 79.65] \), and above the level that would be expected by sampling error alone, \( Q(14) = 27.52, p = .02 \). We therefore investigated this heterogeneity with an explanatory moderator analysis, including the same six moderators as for the analyses of correct and incorrect details: Publication status, Age group, Time 1 control type, Time 2 report type, Retention interval, and Exposure to Post-Event Information.

The moderators explained very little of the heterogeneity in effect sizes. The omnibus test for statistic indicated that the moderators did not explain a statistically significant amount.
of the heterogeneity, $F(7, 7) = 0.51, p = .81$, and that a statistically significant amount of heterogeneity remained, $QE(7) = 17.59, p = .014$.

None of the covariates significantly moderated the effect of an initial SAI© on the accuracy of a subsequent account: Publication status, $\beta = -0.39$, 95% CI [-1.69, 0.91], $t = -0.71$, $p = .50$; Participant age, $\beta = -0.17$, 95% CI [-1.03, 0.69], $t = -0.47$, $p = .65$; Time 1 control type, $\beta = -0.31$, 95% CI [-1.30, 0.68], $t = -0.74$, $p = .48$; Time 2 report type, $\beta = -0.66$, 95% CI [-1.68, 0.36], $t = -1.54$, $p = .17$; Retention interval, $\beta = -0.46$, 95% CI [-2.16, 1.24], $t = -0.64$, $p = .54$; Exposure to Post-Event Information, $\beta = 0.17$, 95% CI [-0.93, 1.27], $t = 0.36$, $p = .73$; Contribution of original authors, $\beta = 0.47$, 95% CI [-0.65, 1.58], $t = 0.99$, $p = .35$.

To assess the impact of publication bias, we visually inspected the funnel plot (Figure S2) for the subset of published studies ($k = 12$), which revealed no obvious asymmetry. This lack of asymmetry was confirmed by a regression test, $t(10) = 1.20, p = .26$.

Risk of Bias

RoB codes and total scores for studies included in the analysis of subsequent accounts are shown in the Supplementary Materials (Table S8). Inter-rater agreement is shown in the bottom row. For several variables (Random allocation, Reporting bias, Blinding of Personnel, and Attrition Bias), inter-rater agreement was initially low. Once again, we revised the codes to ensure that they were clear and unambiguous, and we then worked back through each study to ensure that the codes had been applied correctly. Justifications for high risk codes can be found in Table S9 in the Supplementary Materials).
To examine the influence of methodological bias on outcomes, we conducted a series of meta-regressions in which the total Risk of Bias (RoB) score was included as a moderator variable. RoB scores did not significantly moderate the effect of the SAI© on correct details, $\beta = -0.07, 95\% \text{ CI} [-0.25, 0.12], t = -0.74, p = .47$, or on accuracy of reported details, $\beta = -0.002, 95\% \text{ CI} [-0.18, 0.18], t = -0.02, p = .98$. RoB scores did, however, significantly moderate the effect of the SAI© on incorrect details, $\beta = 0.25, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.03, 0.46], t = 2.46, p = .03$. However, we note that the $p$ value for this effect is relatively large, and that the direction of this relationship was positive, meaning that studies with higher RoB scores were less favourable to the SAI© (i.e., the SAI© benefit for reducing incorrect details was smaller) than studies with lower RoB scores. Taken together, these results provide no compelling evidence that the SAI© effects observed in this meta-analysis were being driven by studies that were methodologically biased towards finding an SAI© advantage.

**Discussion**

We set out to answer two research questions: 1) How, and to what extent, do initial reports obtained via the SAI© differ from initial accounts obtained via alternative recall methods? 2) How, and to what extent, do subsequent accounts differ between witnesses who have and have not completed an initial SAI©? Below, we discuss the findings for each of these two research questions, beginning with initial accounts.

*Initial accounts*

Compared to alternative recall methods, initial SAI© reports were associated with a large increase in the number of correct details and a slightly smaller increase in the number of incorrect details. The overall accuracy of the initial SAI© reports was slightly lower than the
comparative reports. These findings are broadly similar to those from Memon et al.’s (2010) meta-analysis of the CI, who found that the CI was associated with a large increase in correct details ($d = 1.20$) and a smaller increase in incorrect details ($d = 0.24$).

The increase in both correct and incorrect details may stem from a criterion shift, in which participants relax their internal threshold for reporting a recalled detail (e.g., Koriat et al., 1996). Details recalled with lower confidence are thereby reported where previously they would have been withheld or perhaps reported in a more coarse-grained way (e.g., Goldsmith et al., 2002). Assuming that the participant is able to monitor the accuracy of recalled details with at least some degree of fidelity, low-confidence details will be less accurate than high-confidence details (see, for example, Brewer et al., 2018). A direct consequence of relaxing the reporting threshold will, therefore, be to increase the number of incorrect details that are reported.

We note that a similar increase in both correct and incorrect details was reported by Memon et al. (2010) in their meta-analysis of the CI. However, the increase in errors observed here is larger than that observed by Memon et al. The SAI© and the CI include similar instructions designed to increase metacognitive monitoring and thereby reduce guessing. Yet perhaps these instructions are more effective when delivered verbally by an interviewer who can dynamically engage with the witness, and who can use eye contact, tone of voice, and body language to increase emphasis on the instruction. An in-person interviewer can also pause, check for comprehension, and repeat instructions if necessary. In written form, witnesses may not fully attend to these instructions, or realize their importance.
Future refinements of the SAI© will focus on enhancing the instructions to encourage more effective metacognitive monitoring, thereby reducing errors.

An alternative explanation for the increase in correct details is that the SAI© may alter the granularity of participants’ responses. Goldsmith et al. (2002) describe how individuals can choose the level of precision they use to report information – they called this “grain-size”. Coarse-grained details (“a light colored car”) are more likely to be accurate, but are less informative than fine-grained details (“a light silver car”). Individuals can regulate the accuracy of their reports by adjusting the grain-size of their responses. In the context of eyewitness memory, Weber and Brewer (2008) found that witnesses are more likely to report fine-grained detail when they are confident in that detail; otherwise, they will volunteer coarse-grained information. McCallum et al. (2016), however, found that witnesses have a tendency to report fine-grained information even when the accuracy of that information is low, and when coarse-grained information would therefore be more appropriate. In a recent comparison between an adapted SAI© (in which participants were also asked to rate their confidence for each detail they reported) and a free recall procedure, Brewer et al. (2018) reported that the majority of additional details reported by participants in the SAI© were fine-grained. As fine-grained details are less likely to be correct than coarse-grained details, a tendency to favour fine-grained details is likely to reduce overall accuracy. We could not directly investigate this possibility in this meta-analysis, as information about the precision of reported details was not available to us. However, capturing grain-size in future studies would enable the hypothesis that the accuracy drop in the SAI© stems from a selective increase in fine-grained details to be tested.
There was substantial heterogeneity in the effect sizes for the number of correct details in initial accounts. In an exploratory moderator analysis, we found only one statistically significant moderator of this effect: the type of recall used in the control group. The effect size when comparing the SAI© to a free recall condition was much larger than the effect size when comparing the SAI© to a structured recall condition. The three effect sizes that incorporated a structured recall comparison came from two independent studies (Mac Giolla & Emberg, 2020.; Maras et al., 2014). The control comparison condition used by Mac Giolla & Emberg (2020) was a face-to-face interview which was designed to follow the structure of the SAI©, and to provide similar retrieval support. Maras et al. (2014) presented the participants in their comparison group with a structured recall attempt that followed a similar structure to the SAI©, but without the instructions that are designed to enhance metacognitive monitoring and to increase retrieval support. It is little surprise, then, that these studies showed a much smaller, and non-significant SAI© benefit for correct details than studies that used a much less structured, free recall comparison. Indeed, these studies suggest that the structure provided by the SAI© may play a large role in its effectiveness for eliciting correct information.

No other moderators that we were able to code for explained any of the residual heterogeneity effect sizes for correct details, nor the heterogeneity in effect sizes for accuracy. This suggests that there may be other important moderators that we were unable to capture here.

Subsequent accounts
Rather than supplanting formal face-to-face interviewing, the SAI© is designed to capture initial accounts and preserve the eyewitness’s memory until a formal interview can be arranged. It is important, therefore, to consider how witnesses perform on a subsequent retrieval attempt after having completed an earlier SAI©. Here, the results painted a very positive picture. Witnesses who had completed an initial SAI© reported more correct details on a subsequent report than witnesses who did not complete an initial SAI©, and the accuracy of their subsequent reports was also higher overall.

Why might completing an initial SAI© increase both the amount of detail, and the accuracy of a subsequent report? One possibility is that the SAI© may alter witness expectations of what constitutes a comprehensive memory report, and this training effect may carry over to subsequent accounts. Evidence for this possibility comes from Gawrylowicz et al. (2014a), who had witnesses complete an SAI© or a free recall account for a first event. One week later, the witnesses viewed a second event and completed a free recall account. The witnesses who had completed an SAI© for the first event produced more detailed accounts of the second event, indicating that they had developed transferable skills allowing them to produce more comprehensive memory reports. This effect was replicated by Gawrylowicz et al. (2014b) with older adults.

Each of the meta-analytic effect sizes for subsequent accounts showed substantial heterogeneity, yet the moderators that we were able to examine explained very little of this variability. We found some tentative evidence that the SAI© may be more effective for older than younger adults, at least in terms of reducing the number of incorrect details reported on a subsequent account. Memon et al. (2010) also found that the Cognitive Interview provided
larger benefits to older adults than younger adults, though this benefit was evident in correct, rather than incorrect, details. Older adults may benefit more from the retrieval support provided by the SAI© than younger adults do, though if that were the case, we would also have expected to see aging effects on initial account quality, and on correct details. Other possibilities are that the protection from forgetting is stronger for older adults, or that older adults benefit more from the training effects that the SAI© may induce (Gawrylowicz et al. 2014b). However, we do urge caution, as our findings are based on a small number of effect sizes with older adults ($k = 4$), three of which came from the same study (Dando et al., 2020). Furthermore, the $p$ value for coefficient was close to .05, and was statistically significant for just one of three of our dependent variables. Clearly the robustness of this finding is an open question, which can only be addressed with further research with older adult samples.

Exposure to misleading post-event information did not significantly moderate the effect sizes for correct details, incorrect details, or overall accuracy. These results suggest that the SAI© allows witnesses to produce full and accurate accounts, even after they have been exposed to misinformation. However, this conclusion must be viewed as tentative, as we only included non-critical details in our analyses, and therefore we may have missed effects pertaining to critical details. And of course, lack of statistical significance is not evidence of no effect. Indeed, the confidence interval around most of the coefficients in our moderator analyses were wide, indicating a lack of precision in the estimates. We return to this point in the Limitations section.

The type of test used at Time 2 also did not significantly moderate any of the meta-analytic effect sizes. This may indicate that the SAI© provides similar benefits to subsequent
retrieval, regardless of the degree of retrieval support provided during that subsequent report. However, our studies were grouped quite crudely, such that we compared studies that used free recall at Time 2 with those that had used any other type of report at Time 2. This “other” category included one study that used a CI (Hope et al., 2014), two that used a second SAI© (Krix et al., 2014; Krix et al., 2015), and two that used cued recall tests (Gabbert et al., 2012, Experiment 2; Mackay & Paterson, 2015). Of course, the retrieval support provided by a cued recall test will depend upon the number of cues that are used – a cued recall test that provides very few prompts will likely produce brief reports that are more comparable to a free recall account than to a structured interview (Fisher et al., 2014). The two cued recall studies we included used 17 and 20 cued recall questions, respectively (Gabbert et al., 2012, Experiment 2; Mackay & Paterson, 2015), so we reasoned that these would provide more retrieval support than a single free-recall prompt. However, inspection of the mean numbers of correct and incorrect details in the study suggests that this assumption may not have been sound, as they were more similar to the free recall studies than to the studies that employed the CI or SAI© at Time 2. Whether the SAI© benefit for subsequent retrieval varies across different types of test, or across different levels of retrieval support, is an open question, ripe for further research.

Risk of Bias

Our Risk of Bias analyses indicated that there is scope for increasing the rigour of studies in this field, thereby minimizing the possibility for study outcomes to be biased towards any particular outcome. First, research protocols could be strengthened by implementing measures to blind research personnel to participants’ experimental condition.
For example, research materials (e.g., SAI© booklets or free recall booklets) could be handed to participants in opaque folders of equivalent weight such that the experimenter cannot tell which condition the participant is in. Similarly, coders could be blinded to condition if witness reports are first typed out into a separate document and care is taken to eliminate any formatting cues that could break blinding (though this may be difficult to fully achieve in practice). Second, our findings emphasize the need for researchers to be clear and transparent in their reporting. We were often unable to easily determine fairly basic pieces of information, such as cell sizes, participant exclusions, or (in the case of subsequent reports) whether any participants had failed to return for the second session. Non-significant findings were often not reported fully and transparently, and sometimes dependent variables that had been mentioned in the introduction and methods were not reported in the Results. Transparent reporting of methodology and results is crucial for critical evaluation of findings, for replication efforts, and for the accumulation of knowledge. We would encourage researchers in this field to embrace tools such as transparency checklists (e.g., Aczel et al., 2019). Third, the adoption of Open Science practices such as pre-registration and sharing of data, materials, and coding schemes, would bring enormous benefits to the field.

Statistical power of individual studies

The median cell size of studies included in this meta-analysis was 24 for initial accounts (range 16-46) and 22 for subsequent accounts (range 20-43). Justifications for sample sizes were rarely explicitly provided. Where power analyses were conducted, they were based upon large effects (e.g., Krix et al., 2014; Mac Giolla & Emberg, 2020). Using the pwr package for R (Champely, 2018), we conducted sensitivity analyses to explore the
statistical power of the average study in this area. For each analysis, we used the median cell sizes (24 for initial reports and 22 for subsequent reports), and we assumed a two-tailed test with an $\alpha$ level of .05. We then calculated power for our six observed meta-analytic effect sizes. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 3.

The average study was well-powered for finding an SAI© effect on correct details on initial accounts. However, for the smaller effects that we observed for incorrect details and accuracy, the power of the average study was low. Furthermore, for subsequent accounts, the average study was underpowered even for correct details. Our meta-analytic effect sizes are likely to be overestimates of the true effect sizes (see, for example, Kvarven et al., 2019); if that is the case, then these sensitivity analyses are overestimating statistical power.

Low power has been noted as a serious concern in other domains of legal psychology (e.g., deception detection; Luke, 2019); investigative interviewing research is no exception. Interviewing research is labour intensive, making large samples expensive and time-consuming to recruit and test. However, within the null hypothesis significance testing paradigm, low statistical power simultaneously increases the Type II error rate and inflates effect sizes for statistically significant effects (see, for example, Yarkoni, 2009). Perhaps researchers should consider adopting networked data collection, pooling resources to conduct larger and more definitive studies than any individual research team could conduct working alone. Such initiatives are becoming more widespread in psychological science and can be an important complement to smaller-scale research programmes (see, for example, the Psychological Science Accelerator; www.psyciacc.org).

**Applied Implications**
For practitioners, the findings of this meta-analysis are clear: the SAI© produces more detailed initial accounts than less structured types of memory reports, such as free recall. Though SAI© accounts may incorporate some inaccuracies, their overall accuracy is likely to be high, and the absolute number of errors reported is likely to be low. Crucially, a witness who is then interviewed subsequently is likely to produce a fuller and more accurate account if he or she had completed an initial SAI© than if he or she had had no initial retrieval attempt.

From an applied perspective, there is often no real alternative to the SAI©. First responders at active incident scenes have many competing demands on their time and are unlikely to be able to do much more than take very brief verbal accounts from witnesses. The real-world choice is often not between information obtained via SAI© or via an alternative written account or a formal interview, but between the SAI© or nothing. Our meta-analytic effect sizes for initial accounts may underestimate the real-world utility of the SAI©, wherein the realistic alternative is either no retrieval attempt or a brief and impoverished verbal account. Indeed, an interesting avenue of future research would be to incorporate comparison conditions that are more closely aligned to the types of brief, spoken interactions that occur between first responders and witnesses at the scene. Such designs would allow estimation of an effect size for immediate reports that may be more informative for practitioners when deciding whether to adopt a tool such as the SAI©.

Importantly, we included studies in which the delay between the witnessed event and the completion of the initial SAI© was less than one hour. The intention, when the SAI© was initially developed, was that it would be deployed at the scene of an incident and used to
capture early accounts in the immediate aftermath of the event (Gabbert at al., 2009). Furthermore, it is for this purpose that the SAI© has been recommended for use within the UK by the College of Policing (2019). However, it is quite likely that the delay between an incident and completion of the SAI© will, on average, be longer than one hour in real cases. Frontline officers have many competing demands, and their priorities will often involve securing the scene and ensuring public safety. Witnesses themselves may also need time to calm down if an event was particularly distressing, or they may need to have injuries treated. Even if some witnesses are asked to complete the SAI© while still at the scene, the delay is likely to be greater than an hour. Research has demonstrated that delaying memory reports by days or weeks reduces accuracy and can lead to a shift towards schema-based recall, which also increases the risk that the witness will report schema-consistent incorrect detail (e.g., having seen a gun at a bank robbery; see, for example, Tuckey & Brewer, 2003). There is also evidence that the SAI© decreases in effectiveness with delays of 24 hours or greater (Paterson et al., 2015). Thus, we caution that the results of this meta-analysis can be generalized only to situations wherein the delay between the event and the completion of the SAI© is very short. We also encourage researchers to examine delays of several hours, which may occur in real-world critical incidents with large numbers of witnesses.

Limitations and Future Research Directions

The number of comparisons in this meta-analysis was relatively small, and the confidence intervals around our meta-analytic effect sizes were correspondingly wide. Our conclusions are, of course, subject to revision as further data are accumulated. For some effects (e.g., correct details on initial and subsequent accounts; incorrect details on initial...
accounts), the lower bound of the confidence interval fell far from zero, suggesting that subsequent research is unlikely to produce qualitative changes in the direction and significance of the effect. Rather, subsequent research is likely to further narrow the uncertainty in the magnitude of the effect. For other effects (e.g., accuracy on initial and subsequent reports, incorrect details), the confidence intervals incorporated values much closer to zero. These findings are more likely to be revised as further data accumulates, and may well change in their significance and/or directionality.

We urge caution against drawing strong conclusions from our moderator analyses, as the number of comparisons included in each category was often small, and the uncertainty around the coefficients was large. Where the number of studies in a meta-analysis is small, power to detect a real moderating effect is low (Cafri et al., 2010; Hedges & Pigott, 2004). For many moderators, the \( p \) value was close to .05, and it was never the case that a moderator consistently explained the heterogeneity across initial and subsequent reports, or across all three dependent variables. Furthermore, our moderator categories were often crude, to ensure we could incorporate a reasonable number of comparisons in each category. For example, we categorized retention intervals as one week or less, or more than one week. That we found no significant moderation effect of retention interval does not mean that no effect exists. Perhaps our categories were simply too coarse to detect this source of heterogeneity in the data, or the number of comparisons too few. Indeed, from a theoretical perspective, we would expect retention interval to moderate the effectiveness of an initial SAI© on subsequent reporting, as the original memory trace decays and is subject to distortion. Our moderator analyses should be considered a starting point, which provide suggestions for future lines of enquiry. Non-
significant moderators should not be taken to indicate that research is not required, or that the SAI© can be definitively considered to be robust to that particular variable.

Though a formal study space analysis (Malpass et al., 2008) is beyond the scope of this paper, there are important variables that are under-researched. For example, very few studies have manipulated stress, and most have used videos of non-violent mock crimes. Perhaps the next wave of research should seek to recreate the immersive, stressful experience of witnesses more faithfully. How will witnesses respond to the SAI© when they are still experiencing an acute physiological stress reaction from witnessing an unexpected and arousing event, for example? Furthermore, most studies have recruited younger adult populations, with no published research on adolescents and only a handful of studies with older adults. Clearly, there will be a need to recruit more diverse samples of participants to more fully inform policy makers and practitioners about groups for whom the SAI© is more or less likely to be a useful tool.

Conclusions

The SAI© appears to be an effective method for gathering detailed and largely accurate initial accounts following a witnessed event. On average, participants reported an extra 23 additional correct details in an initial SAI© than in an initial free recall account. This relatively large increase in correct details was accompanied by a smaller increase of around three incorrect details, which lowered overall accuracy slightly – by around two per cent. However, despite this small drop in accuracy, the absolute accuracy rate of details reported in the SAI© remained high, at around 90%.
Importantly, memory reports produced at a later time are likely to be more detailed and more accurate if the witness had completed an initial SAI© than if the witness had not engaged in a prior retrieval attempt. On average, participants reported around 11 additional details on a subsequent account if they had completed an initial SAI© than if they had not, and they reported around one less incorrect detail. The net effect of this was to increase the accuracy rate of subsequent accounts by around 3%. These effect sizes were larger when comparing witnesses who had completed an initial SAI© to witnesses who had had no prior retrieval attempt than when comparing them to witnesses who had had some form of initial retrieval attempt, such as a free recall test. In an applied context, where the choice is often between a tool such as the SAI© and a brief, impoverished initial account, the SAI© offers clear investigative benefits.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics (cell sizes, means, and standard deviations) for comparisons included in the analyses of initial accounts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Sample sizes ($n$)</th>
<th>Correct details ($M$, $SD$)</th>
<th>Incorrect details ($M$, $SD$)</th>
<th>Accuracy ($M$, $SD$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAI© Control</td>
<td>SAI© Control</td>
<td>SAI© Control</td>
<td>SAI© Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis (n.d.)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabbert (2009, Exp 1)</td>
<td>18*</td>
<td>18*</td>
<td>70.70 (20.46)</td>
<td>41.50 (14.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabbert (2020, Exp 2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>135.82 (40.97)</td>
<td>71.38 (35.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gawrylowicz (2014a)</td>
<td>42*</td>
<td>42*</td>
<td>69.07 (21.40)</td>
<td>45.05 (18.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gawrylowicz (2014b)</td>
<td>40*</td>
<td>40*</td>
<td>83.26 (24.95)</td>
<td>66.19 (22.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope (2014)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>126.45 (35.59)</td>
<td>67.85 (15.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krix (2015)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>112.95 (24.01)</td>
<td>93.10 (24.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krix (2016, High stress)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21.00 (5.24)</td>
<td>12.61 (4.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Reaction Time</td>
<td>Error Rate</td>
<td>Index of Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krix (2016, Low stress)</td>
<td>32/30</td>
<td>21.59 (4.67)</td>
<td>14.10 (5.42)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krix (2014, Exp 1, Divided attention)</td>
<td>22/22</td>
<td>49.50 (25.30)</td>
<td>39.00 (24.49)</td>
<td>13.68 (7.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krix (2014, Exp 1, Full attention)</td>
<td>22/22</td>
<td>113.41 (32.38)</td>
<td>78.32 (26.64)</td>
<td>13.77 (6.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krix (2014, Exp 2)</td>
<td>41/40</td>
<td>119.17 (25.89)</td>
<td>90.05 (22.55)</td>
<td>14.78 (5.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Giolla (2020)</td>
<td>46/40</td>
<td>19.74 (7.35)</td>
<td>20.99 (7.76)</td>
<td>5.22 (0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maras (2014, ASD)</td>
<td>16*/16*</td>
<td>32.89 (14.35)</td>
<td>33.73 (17.90)</td>
<td>8.56 (5.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maras (2014, Non-ASD)</td>
<td>17*/17*</td>
<td>44.59 (12.08)</td>
<td>32.22 (13.37)</td>
<td>6.88 (3.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsuo (2016)</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>82.23 (25.53)</td>
<td>54.53 (27.06)</td>
<td>9.03 (5.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>Lower (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfeil (2018, Older</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>77.92 (26.34)</td>
<td>71.25 (18.28)</td>
<td>7.42 (4.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adults)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfeil (2018, Younger</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>112.88 (54.39)</td>
<td>70.13 (24.29)</td>
<td>8.08 (8.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adults)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For studies marked with an asterisk, cell sizes were estimated under the assumption that cell sizes were equal.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics (cell sizes, means, and standard deviations) for comparisons included in the analyses of delayed accounts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Sample sizes (n)</th>
<th>Correct details (M, SD)</th>
<th>Incorrect details (M, SD)</th>
<th>Accuracy (M, SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAI©</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>SAI©</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dando (2020, Control)</td>
<td>22*</td>
<td>21.45 (4.76)</td>
<td>20.36 (5.28)</td>
<td>1.32 (0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dando (2020, S-RC)</td>
<td>22*</td>
<td>38.45 (5.51)</td>
<td>29.26 (5.01)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dando (2020, MRC)</td>
<td>22*</td>
<td>28.26 (4.99)</td>
<td>24.04 (5.29)</td>
<td>1.35 (0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabbert (2009 Exp 2)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>62.38 (22.04)</td>
<td>45.90 (24.02)</td>
<td>4.33 (3.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabbert (2012, Exp 1)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>86.25 (23.25)</td>
<td>48.10 (21.97)</td>
<td>3.45 (2.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabbert (2012, Exp 2)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25.77 (14.49)</td>
<td>11.09 (5.13)</td>
<td>2.87 (2.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabbert (2020, Exp 2)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96.55 (31.33)</td>
<td>62.81 (33.57)</td>
<td>7.32 (3.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gittins (2015, Low stress)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>49.40 (17.73)</td>
<td>39.31 (12.94)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gittins (2015, High stress)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>43.71 (15.95)</td>
<td>37.65 (15.36)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>n1</td>
<td>n2</td>
<td>Mean1 (SD1)</td>
<td>Mean2 (SD2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope (2014)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>176.95 (41.33)</td>
<td>126.15 (43.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krix (2014, Exp 1,</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31.73 (16.73)</td>
<td>38.00 (19.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divided attention)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krix (2014, Exp 1, Full</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>79.59 (30.84)</td>
<td>72.00 (30.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attention)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krix (2014, Exp 2)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>104.43 (24.83)</td>
<td>117.95 (22.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackay (2015)</td>
<td>25*</td>
<td>25*</td>
<td>52.60 (21.53)</td>
<td>42.40 (20.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paterson (2015)</td>
<td>26*</td>
<td>26*</td>
<td>48.58 (17.28)</td>
<td>38.96 (12.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfeil (n.d, Younger adults)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>97.21 (34.64)</td>
<td>78.04 (29.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfeil (2018, Older adults)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>97.17 (28.66)</td>
<td>96.71 (23.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thornhill (2013)</td>
<td>26*</td>
<td>26*</td>
<td>28.32 (9.68)</td>
<td>23.04 (9.84)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For studies marked with an asterisk, cell sizes were estimated under the assumption that cell sizes were equal.
Table 3. Sensitivity analyses for hypothetical studies for true effects with the average meta-analytic effect size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial (n = 24)</th>
<th>Subsequent (n = 22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct details</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>91.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect details</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>72.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>12.21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure captions

Figure 1. Flow diagram representing the process of identifying and screening studies for inclusion in the meta-analysis.

Figure 2. Meta-analytic effect sizes for immediate accounts: SAI© vs. alternative reporting formats. A = Number of correct details; B = Number of incorrect details; C = Accuracy of reported details.

Figure 3. Meta-analytic effect sizes for subsequent accounts, comparing groups who had vs. had not completed an initial SAI©. A = Number of correct details; B = Number of incorrect details; C = Accuracy of reported details.